PARTLY INVARIANT SUBMODULES OF A
TORSION MODULE
BY

R. A. BEAUMONT AND R. S. PIERCE

1. Introduction. Let M be a torsion module over a principal ideal ring R.
Kaplansky in [2] has examined the submodules of M which are fully invariant (i.e., carried into themselves by every endomorphism
of M) and those
which are characteristic,
or invariant under automorphisms
of M. We will
be concerned with a class of submodules which is intermediate
between characteristic and fully invariant, namely, those which are partly invariant.
Definition.
A submodule of a module M is called partly invariant in M
ii it is mapped into itself by every isomorphism of M into M.
It is clear that any partly invariant
submodule is characteristic
and any
fully invariant submodule is partly invariant.
For primary modules, the three
concepts usually coincide. Indeed, Kaplansky
has shown that if M is primary
and transitive (see [2]), and if R/(p) is not a field of two elements, then every
characteristic
submodule is fully invariant.
Moreover, under these hypotheses, the fully invariant submodules are completely determined
by their Usequences. But if R/(p) is a field of two elements, Kaplansky's
theory leaves
room for further study and in this situation the following results are significant.
Our aim is to determine all partly invariant submodules of M. The study
is quickly reduced to the primary case. Then, subject to the assumption that
M is a partly

transitive

primary

module,

this objective

is achieved

as follows:

Let (ao, oti, ai, ■ ■ ■ , a^-i) be a finite i7-sequence of ordinals less than p. and
let T be a characteristic
submodule of the top submodule of M (the terminology is explained below). Let

5 = [x G M | h(p'x) ^ ai

for

0 ^ i < N

and

pNx G T].

Then 5 is a partly invariant
submodule
of M. The principal result of the
paper is that, conversely, every partly invariant submodule of M, not of this
form, must be fully invariant.
Taken together with Kaplansky's
survey (in
[2]) of the fully invariant submodules of M, it is reasonable to say that we
know all partly invariant submodules of M. The main tool in the investigation is the concept of partial transitivity
introduced in [l]. The assumption
that M is partly transitive looks rather restrictive,
but at least is satisfied if
M is countably generated
(see Theorem 7 in [l ]).
2. Preliminaries.
Without further ado, let us reduce our problem to the
case of primary modules. This is accomplished
by the following result, the
elementary
proof of which is omitted.
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1. Let M be a torsion module and S a submodule of M. Suppose

M= zZ®Mp is the primary decomposition of M. Let SP = MPC\S. Then S is
partly invariant

in M if and only if every Sp is partly invariant

in MP.

Henceforth,
it will be assumed that M is a ^-primary
module which is
partly transitive
(see below). It does not seem to be appropriate
to split M
into its reduced and divisible parts. The trouble is that a direct summand of
a partly transitive
module may conceivably
not be partly transitive.
For
example, it is easy to show (using Theorem 7 of [l ]) that the direct sum of a
"locally countable"
primary module (see [2, p. 58]) and a divisible primary
module of infinite rank is partly transitive,
but we do not know that every
locally countable module is partly transitive. Indeed, the existence in M of a
divisible primary submodule
of infinite rank means that any two elements
x and y oi M can be embedded
in a countably
generated direct summand
N
whose top submodule
is zero. (See the terminology
below.) Because of this
last property,
U(x) < U(y) in M implies U(x) < U(y) in N. Since N is partly
transitive
by Theorem 7 of [l], there is an isomorphism
9 of N such that
9(x) =y. Obviously 9 can be extended to an isomorphism
of M.
Before beginning the study of primary modules, it is convenient to collect
some basic definitions and terminology.
Define Ma inductively
for ordinals

a by Mo = M, Ma+i=pMa
be the least ordinal

and Ma = [)$<<,M$ when a is a limit ordinal.

such that

M\ = M\+i. Then M\ is the maximal

Let X

divisible

submodule D of Mo- The ordinal X is called the length of M. For xEM, x^O
the height oi x (denoted by h(x)) is the largest ordinal a^X such that xEMa.
By convention,
h(Q) = °o , where oo exceeds every ordinal. Let P be the set of x
of order p in M. Define P„ = MaC\P. The a'th Ulm invariant of M is then

f(a) =dim (Pa/Pa+X) for a<X,/(X)

=dim Px and/(oo)

ordinal

if /(X) <N0 and put u=

such that

fine H=M„
ment

zZ*aas\f(a)

=0. Let p. be the least
oo otherwise.

De-

( = 0 if u= oo). We call H the top submodule of M. If x is any ele-

of M, define the

U(x) = (h(x),

<^o

h(px),

Ulm sequence of x to be the sequence

h(p2x),---).

Then

(see

[2, Lemma

= (a0, ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a„, X, X, • • • , X, co, oo, • • • ), where

of ordinals

22])

a0<ai<a2<

U(x)
• • •

<a„<X and oii + 1 <a,+i only iff(cxi)^0.
Moreover, if/(X) =0, then there are
no X's in U(x).
Definition.
A finite or infinite sequence U=(a0, ai, a2, • • • , an, • • • )
of ordinals (together with the symbol °o) is called a U-sequence for the module

M if
(i) either

ai^X,

or a, = oo,

(ii) a,-^a<+i and aj<a,+i if a,<X,
(iii) /(a,-) =0 implies a,-+i=a,-f-l.
A gap is said to occur in U between a, and a,+i if a;+l <a,+i. By (iii),
this can only happen ii f(a/)9£0. In particular, if X appears in a [/-sequence,
/(X)?^0. Also, if a, is the last term of a finite [/-sequence,
(iii) is to be construed as requiring /(a,) t^O. Note that the empty sequence is considered to
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be a [/-sequence, since it satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) vacuously.
The Ulm sequence of any element of M is a [/-sequence. The following
converse will be needed. It is a slight generalization
of Lemma 24 of [2].
Lemma 1. Let U=(ao, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an-x, an, ■ ■ • , am, <x>,• • ■ ) be an infinite
U-sequence. Suppose z is a given element of M with U(z) = (an, ■ ■ ■ , am,
oo , • • • ). Then there exists xGM such that U(x) = U and p"x = z.

Proof. Write

M=-N®D,

where N is reduced

and D is divisible.

Cor-

respondingly, z = y+d, where yGN, dGD. If y9*0, choose y'GN, d'GD such
that pny'=y,
p"d'=d
and U(y') = U. The element d' exists because D is
divisible and the existence of y' is a consequence of the proof of Lemma 24
in [2]. Put x = y'+d'.
If y=0 and ao^X, choose x to be any element of D
satisfying pnx = d. Otherwise, a*<X, a,t+i=X for some k<n. Then f(aii)9*0.
For either there is a gap between ak and ak+x, or ak=X— 1. But f(X— 1)9*0,
because X is the length of N and N is a reduced module which cannot be 0,
since otherwise X = 0. Therefore
U' = (ao, alt ■ ■ ■ , ak, oo, <x>,■ ■ ■ ) is a Usequence for N. By Lemma 24 of [2], there exists y"GN with U(y") = U'
and since D is divisible there exists d" GD such that pnd" =d. Then pk+1y" =0,
so that p"y" = 0. Hence x = y"+d" has the required properties.
If Ux = (ai) and U2 = (Bi), it is customary
to write Ux^Ui if ai^=p\- for
all i. The module M is called fully transitive if for any x and y in M such that
U(x) = U(y), there is an endomorphism
r\ of M such that 17(x) =y. The concept of partial transitivity
is based on a similar partial ordering of (/-sequences.
Definition.
Let Ux = (a0, ax, a2, • ■ ■ ), U2 = (B0, Blt 82, • ■ • ) be infinite
[/-sequences.
Then write

Ux < U2

(or Ui > Ux)

if ai^Bi for all i and ai = 8i if /3,-^p.
If xGM and 0 is any isomorphism of M into itself, U(x) < U(9x) (see [l ]).
This fact motivates the
Definition.
A primary module M is called partly transitive if, for any
two elements x and y such that U(x) < U(y), there is an isomorphism 0 of M
into itself sending x into y.
3. The basic lemmas. Most of the technical work in the proofs of the main
theorems can be collected into two lemmas. In this section, we state and
prove these lemmas. For the first result, it is only necessary to assume that
AI is a primary i?-module.

Lemma 2. Suppose x, yGM have Ulm sequences
U(x)

= (a0, ax, ■ ■ • , aj, aj+x, ■ • ■ , am, 00, • • • ),

U(y) = (0o, 8x, ■ ■ ■ , 81, 8i+u ■ ■ ■,8n, », ■• ■)i
where f(aj) 9*0. Then there is an element wGM

such that
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(a) pi+1w = 0,

(b) U(x)£U(w),
(c) U(y+w) = (y0, 7i» ■ • • . 7y, ft+i, • • • . ft. °°> • ■ • )> where yi = cxifor
0 = i^j.
Moreover, if also a^^ft,
a/t+i^ft+i,
• • • , ay^ft
chosen so that, in addition to (a), (b) and (c),

(k^j),

then w can be

(d) 7*=«*> 7t+i=«*+i. • • • . 7i = ayProof. Use induction on j. Assume the lemma is true for subscripts
<j.
Let u be the smallest integer ^j such that /(a,-) =0 for u^i<j.
(In particular,
u=j when j = 0 or/(ay_i)^0.)
There are two possibilities to consider.
Case I. fts=ay. Then ft-^a,- for u^i^j.
If «y = X, this is clear since either
j = 0, ay_i=X, ay_i=X— 1, or there is a gap between o,-_i and aj. In any of
the last three cases/(«y-i) 9*0 (see the proof of Lemma 1) and hence u=j. If
ay<X, then the sequence (au, au+i, ■ • ■ , aj) is free from gaps and ft^ay<X,

so that

ft- + (j ~i)

= 8i ^ cxj= on + (j - i)

for u S i =jIt w = 0, take w = 0. Conditions (a), (b), and (c) are clearly satisfied
so is (d) because the hypotheses require a,=ft for k = i^j in this case.

and

If u>0, then f(au-i) 5*0 by the choice of u. Apply the induction hypothesis for the case u— 1. That

is, let wEM

be such that puw = 0, U(w) = U(x)

and U(y+w) = (y0, 7i» * ■ • ■7u-i, ft, ■ • • , ft, ft+i, • • • , ft, •*>,-••)

with

7,^«i
for O^i^u—1.
As noted above, 8i = ai f°r u^i^j,
so that we can
define 7<=ft for u^i^j
and satisfy (c). Also, under the hypothesis of (d), if
k = u, then the conclusion of (d) holds automatically.
If k<u, it is possible,
according to the induction hypothesis, to choose w so that 7*=at, • • • , 7«-i

= au_i. But also 7,=ft
Case
sequence.

= ai for u^i^j.

II. ft>ay.
Since /(ay)?^0,
U=(ao,
ai, • • ■ , ctj, °o, • • • ) is a UBy Lemma 1, there exists WiEM such that U(wi) = U. Then

p1+1Wi=0 and h(p'(y+Wi))

= a,- since ay<ft.

Thus

C(y + wi) = (/So,/3i, • • • , ft'_i, ay, ft+i, • • • , ft, oo, • • ■),
where ft' Simin [ft-, a*]. Hence, if a,-gft for k^i^j—1,
then also a.^ftin
this range. Now apply the result of Case I to y+Wi, getting WiEM such that

£>'+1w2= 0, U(wi)=U(x)

and t7(y+wi+w2)

= (7o, 7i, • ' ' , 7y-i, «y, ft+i, • • • ,

Bn, co , • • • ), where yt ^ a,- for i g j — 1 and yt = a»- for k^i^j—1

(if «,■^ ft-, and

hence a^ft-,
for k^i^j—1).
Setting w = m>i+w2 gives the required element,
since U(w) =min [U(wi), U(w2)]^U(x)
and p'+lw = p'+lw1+p1'+lw2 = 0.
We now assume that M, in addition to being primary, is partly transitive.

Lemma 3. Let xEM
U(x)

have Ulm sequence

= (a0, on, • ■ ■ , aj, atj+i, ■ ■ ■ , am, oo, • ■ ■ ),
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where «j<m- Let yGM satisfy
U(y) = (80,81, •••,&,»,...),
where Bi 2i ai for O^i ^j.
generated by x.

Then y is contained in the partly invariant

submodule

Proof. Let N be the partly invariant submodule generated by x. We have
U(x+y) = (aa ,a{, • • • , a/,ay+i,
• • • ,am, °°, • • • ), where a/ ^ min [a,-, p\]

= a< for O^i^j.
If aJ+i<p or if aj<8j (so that a/ =aj<pi),
then [/(x) and [/(x+y)
coincide in all terms a^p. and U(x) < U(x+y).
By the partial transitivity
of M,
there exists an isomorphism
0 of M into itself such that 0(x) =x+y.
Hence

x+yGN

and yGN.

Thus we may assume that aJ+i^p and that aj = Bj. Consider
Case I. p=co.
Then U(x) <U(y).
By partial transitivity,

phism 0 of M exists such that 0(x) =y. Thus, yGN.
Case II. aj + l <p< 00. Then 2Za,<7<»./(7) =^0,
yj>aj

= 8j with yj<u

andf(yj)9*0.

so that

Choose a decreasing

three cases.
an isomor-

there

sequence

exists

of ordinals

7,_i, 7,_2, • • ■ , 7o such that 7,->/3,- for i <j and
U = (70, 71, • • • , 7i, oij+x, ■ ■ • , am, 00, • • • ) >

is a [/-sequence. By Lemma
by the construction
of U,

1, there exists wGM

such that

U(x)

U(w) = U. Also,

U(y + w) = (80, 81, ■ ■ • , Bj, otj+i, • • • , «m, °°, • ■ • ) > U(x).
Then

by the partial

Case
/(p—1)

transitivity

III. aJ+i=/x<

^2, and the definition

WiGM such that pwi=0
there

is an

element

of M, wGN,

=0. By definition

y+wGN

of the Ulm invariants

and h(wx)=h(piy+Wx)=p

wGM

such

that

and therefore

of pi, f(p— l)^Ko.

implies that

—l=aj.

U(w) = U(y)

and

yGN.

In particular,
there exists

By Lemma
p'w=Wx.

1,

Then

h(p>(y+w))=aj.
Consider h(p'(x+y))
and h(p'(x —w)). These ordinals are ^a^ and one of
them must be aj, since otherwise h(p'(y+w))
S^min [h(p'(x+y)),
h(p1'(x —w)) ]

>aj.

If h(p'(x+y))

=ajt then

U(x + y) = (a0, ax, ■ ■ ■ , aj-i,

whence x+yGN,
and therefore

a;, • ■ ■ , am, 00, • • • ) > U(x),

so that yGN. Similarly, if h(p'(x —w)) =ay, then x —wGN

wGN.

But U(w) = [/(y), so there is an isomorphism

9 of M into

itself such that 9(w) =y. Thus yGN also.
4. The main theorems. Let (a0, «i, • • • , an-i) be a finite [/-sequence of
ordinals less than a. Let T be a characteristic
submodule of //= AfM,the top

submodule of M.
Define: S= [xGM\ h(p'x) ^at for 0 = i<w
definition by letting S = T ii n = 0.

and p"xGT].

Extend

this
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pn~lS^H

(ifn>0)

invariant
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submodule of M. Moreover,

T

and

on = min [h(p'x) \ x E S]

for 0 i£ i < n.

Proof. It is clear that 5 is a submodule of M. If 9 is an isomorphism of M
into itself, then 9 restricted to H is an automorphism
(see [l, Theorem 6]).
Since T is characteristic
in H, 9T=T.
Thus, for any xES, h(pi9x)'Szh(pix)
—ai for 0^i<n
that 5 is partly

and pn9x=9pnxE9T=
invariant.

T. Consequently,

By the definition of S, pnSQTQH

9xES.

and a.gmin

This

proves

[h(plx)\xES]

for

0=i<n.
On the other hand, by Lemma 1, M contains an element x whose
Ulm sequence is (ao, ax, • • ■ , an~i, °°, • • • ). Then by definition,
xE-ST
Hence,

«;=imin

= an-i<a.

[h(plx)\xES]

for 0^i<n

Finally, suppose tET.

and pn~1S^H

because

h(pn~xx)

Let U(t)=(Bo, ft, • • ■, ft., °o , • • • ).

Then U=(a0,
ax, ■ ■ ■ , an_i, ft, • • • , 8m, °°, • • • ) is a [/-sequence
since
an-i^^ft
and/(a„_0^0.
By Lemma 1, there exists yEAf such that pny = t

and U(y) = U. Then yES, so tEpnS. Hence, T = pnS.
Our first main theorem

is a converse

of Proposition

2.

Theorem
1. Let S be a partly invariant submodule of the partly transitive,
primary module M. Let H be the top submodule of M. Suppose pnSC.H and n
is the least exponent with this property. Define

a{ = min [h(p*x) \ x E S],

0 g i < n,

T = pnS.

Then (a0, ax, ■ • • , a„-i) is a U-sequence of ordinals
acteristic submodule of H and

S = [x E M\ h(plx) = a{

for

less than u, T is a char-

0 ^ i < n and pnx E T].

Proof. We first show that (ao, ai, - - • , a„_i) is a [/-sequence of ordinals
less than u. If « = 0, this is vacuously
true. Otherwise,
pn~1S^H,
so that
h(pn^1x) </x for some xE-ST Thus, a„_i </x. It is easy to check that ao<«i
< ■ ■ • <an-i
and that /(a,)=0
implies a,+i =aj-|-l
for i<n — l (see [2,
Lemma 26]). To see that f(an-i)7£0,
suppose xES satisfies h(pn~lx) =an-iThen h(pnx) ^u and if an_i-rT </*, there is a gap between h(pn~1x) and h(pnx)
in U(x), so that f(an-i) 9*0. Otherwise
an-i=u—
1 and /(an_i) =f(u— 1) s^N0

by the definition of u.
We next show that T is a characteristic
submodule of H. (Note that T is
obviously characteristic
in Af.) It is enough to prove the following: if tET
and t'EH have the same Ulm sequences in H, then t'ET also. But for any

zEH, if the height of z in H is k, then h(z) —p.+k. Indeed, h(z) =u+k
only if ju+ £<X and zEM^+k—M^k+i^Hk

—Hk+i, or u + k=\

= Hk. Thus, if I and t' have the same Ulm sequences

if and

and zEAfx

in H, their Ulm sequences
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in M are equal.

By assumption,

t = pnx for some xGS.

[May
By Lemma

1, there

exists x'GM with
U(x') = U(x)

Since
Then
which
It

and

pnx' = l'.

M is partly transitive, there is an isomorphism 0 of M sending x into x'.
because S is partly invariant,
x' =d(x)GS.
Hence, t' = pnx'GpnS=T,
is the desired conclusion.
remains to prove that S = S, where S is defined to be

[x G M | h(p*x) ^ a, for 0 ^ i < n and p"x G /]•
By the definition of the a,- and /, it is clear that SC.S. As the first step in
proving that SQS, we show that if / is any element of /, there exists xGS
such that p"x = t and h(plx) = a,- for 0^i<n.
Let Wbe the collection of all xG-Ssuch that pnx = t. This set is nonempty
by the definition of /. By the well ordering of the integers, there is a least m
(Q^mf^n)
such that either m=n, or m<n and some xGW satisfies h(p{x)
= at form ^i<n.
If m =0, the required x is at hand. Suppose m>0 and choose
xGW accordingly:
pnx = t and
U(x) = (Bo, Bi, ■ ■ ■ , 8m-i, am, ■ ■ ■ , an-x, SH, • • • , Sr, », • • • ).

We first note that since (ao, ai, • • • , a„_i) is a [/-sequence, f(am-i) 9*0. This
is clear if m = n. Thus, suppose m<n.
By assumption,
am_i </3m_i. If Bm_i <X,
then

8m~\ <am and there

is a gap between

am_i and am. If Bm-x =X, then

either

there is a gap between aOT_i and /3m~i (and hence am), or am_i =X—1. In each
of these cases, /(am_i) 9*0, recalling the argument
used in Lemma 1 to show

f(X-l)9*0.
By the definition
of am_i, it is possible
= am_i. Apply Lemma 2(d) (interchanging

am_i </3m_i) to get wGM

(1)
(2)

pmw = o,

to choose yGS so that h(pm~ly)
the roles of x and y and noting

such that

U(w) ^ U(y),

U(X + W) = (70, 7l, • ■ • , 7m-2, 7m-l, am, ■ ■ ■ , an-x, &„, ■ ■ ■5,., °°, • • • )>

where 7m_i =am_i. By (1) and Lemma 3, wGS. Thus x+wGS
= pnx = t, so x+wGW.
But then (2) contradicts
the minimal
Hence, we are forced to the desired conclusion m=0.

and p"(x+w)
property of m.

Now let yGS. Then t = pnyGT and if
U(y) = 03o, fix, ■ • • , 8n-x, 5n, • ■ ■ , Sr, 00, • • • ),
/3i3:a; for 0=«<w.

and with h(plx)=a,
U(x)

As we have just seen, there exists xGS

for 0^i<n.

with p"x = t = pny

Thus

= (a0, cvi, • ■ • , a„_i,

5n, • • • , 8r, 00, • • • ).
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9*0, Lemma

(3)

2 can be applied

p"w = 0,

(4)

to get wEM
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such that

U(w) ^ U(x) and

U(y + w) = U(x).

By (3) and Lemma 3, wES and by (4) and the partial transitivity,
y+wES.
Hence, yES. Thus SQS and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Proposition
2 and Theorem 1 characterize
those partly invariant submodules S with the property that pnSC.H tor some exponent n. Our second
main theorem shows that, aside from the fully invariant ones, these are all of
the partly invariant submodules of M.

Theorem
2. Let S be a partly invariant submodule of the partly transitive
primary module M. Denote by II the top submodule of M. Suppose pnSQH for
all exponents n. Then S is fully invariant.
Proof.

If v is any endomorphism

of M and xEAf,

then

U(tjx) — U(x).

Thus, it suffices to show that if xES, yEM and U(y) —U(x), then yES. Let
U(x)

= (a0, au • ■ ■ , aj, aj+i,

• • • , am, oo, • • • ) and

U(y) = (ft, ft, • • ■, ft, ft+i, • • • , ft, co, ■• • ),
where ay </x^ay+i anda.gft
for O^i^n^m.
Itn^j,
then yES by Lemma 3.
Therefore,
assume n>j. By assumption,
pnSQ;II, so there exists zES with

p"z EH and hence,
U(z) = (70, 71, " " • , 7y, Ty+i, ' • • , 7n, 7»+i> ' " ' ),

with 7„ <u. Noting/(ay)

9*0, we can apply Lemma

2 (with z in the role of y).

This yields wEM such that p'+1w = 0, U(w) = U(x) and
U(W + Z) = (50, 81, ■ • • , Sj, 7y+l, • • ■ , 7n, 7n+l, • • • ),

where bi^at

for O^i^j.

By Lemma

3, wES

and hence w+zES.

U(w+z) g U(y). Indeed, 5,-^a* for O&i&j, 7,<M=«.=ft

But also,

tor j + 1 ~=i—n, and

obviously yt= 00 =ft for i = n + l. Therefore,
Lemma 3 again applies, this
time with w+z in the role of x. The final conclusion is that yES and the
proof is complete.
There is one gap in our survey of the partly invariant
submodules
of M,
namely, which of the partly invariant submodules constructed
in Proposition
2 are actually fully invariant?
The following result answers this question in a
fairly satisfactory
way.

Theorem
3. Let S be a partly invariant submodule of M such that pnSCzH,
pn~'S^H
for some exponent n, where II is the top submodule of M.
(a) Let M be partly transitive. If p"S is fully invariant in II, then Sis fully
invariant in M.

(b) Let M be fully transitive. If S is f idly invariant in M, then p"S is fully
invariant

in H.
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Proof. By Theorem 1, S=[xGM\h(pix)^ai,0^i<n,
(a0, ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„_i) a [/-sequence

of ordinals

[May

and pnxGZ], with

<p, and T = pnS is fully invariant

in H by hypothesis. Suppose xGS, yGM and U(x) = U(y). Then h(p*y) Sia*
for 0=i<w and U(pnx)^U(pny)
in i/. By Theorem 6 of [l], H has finite
rank. Thus H is coiintably generated, and it is therefore fully transitive (see
[2, Theorem 24]). From the fact that T is fully invariant and pnxGT, it
follows that pnyGT. Consequently,
yGS and 5 is fully invariant.
To prove the converse, note that if 5 is fully invariant in M, then so is
T = pnS. Hence, we must prove that if M is fully transitive
and / is a fully
invariant submodule of M which is contained in II, then T is fully invariant
in H. Suppose tGT, zGH and there is an endomorphism
of H sending t into
z. Then the Ulm sequence of t in H is less than or equal to the Ulm sequence
of z in H, which implies U(t) = U(z) in M. By full transitivity,
there is an
endomorphism
n of M such that r\(t)=z. Since / is fully invariant
in M,
rj/cr
and hence zGT. Consequently,
/ is fully invariant in II.

Corollary.
// a partly transitive module M contains a partly invariant
submodule which is not fully invariant, then
(a) R/(p) is a two element field, and
(b) there exist ordinals a and 8 with p.^a<a
+ l < 8 such that f (a) =f(B) = 1.
Conversely, if M is fully transitive, and if conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied, then M contains a partly transitive module which is not fully invariant.
Proof. Observe
that the Ulm invariants
of H are precisely f(pi),
f(p + l), • • • . If either of conditions (a) or (b) fails, then by Theorem 26 in
[2 ] every characteristic submodule of H is fully invariant. Now if 5 is a partly
invariant submodule of a partly transitive module M, either p"5$i/
for all
exponents n, in which case 5 is fully invariant
by Theorem 2; or pnSrZH for
some n. In the latter case, pnS is a characteristic
submodule of II by Theorem
1, and hence by the above remark,
pnS is fully invariant
in H. By (a),
Theorem 3, S is fully invariant in M.
Conversely,
if (a) and (b) are satisfied for a fully transitive
module M,
then by Theorem 27 in [2], //contains
a characteristic
submodule
/' which
is not fully invariant.
By Theorem 6(c) of [l], any characteristic
submodule
of H is partly invariant in H. If 11= M, then every characteristic
submodule
of M is partly invariant
which gives the desired result. If II9*M, then
p.9*0, and a partly invariant submodule 5 constructed
using Proposition 2
and the given /, is not fully invariant by (b) of Theorem 3.
The above corollary suggests a similar question: when will a module contain characteristic
submodules which are not partly invariant?
Our last
theorem, which is analogous to Theorem 27 of [2], gives a sufficient condition
for the existence of such characteristic
submodules.
Theorem
4. Let M be a partly transitive, p-primary module, where R/(p)
is a two element field. Suppose there exist ordinals a and 8 such that
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a < u,

a + 1< 8

Then M has a characteristic
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and f(a) = /(/3) = 1.

submodule which is not partly invariant.

Proof. Let 5 be the submodule generated by all xEAf such that U(x)
= (a, ft oo, • • • ). Clearly 5 is a characteristic
submodule of Af. To show
that S is not partly invariant,
we first prove that yES implies U(y)
= (a, ft oo, ■ • • ), or U(y) = (y, 5, oo, • • • ) ,where 7>a
and 8>ft To see
this, consider xi and x2 such that U(xi) = U(xi) = (a, ft oo, • • • ). Then pxi
and pxi are of order p and height ft Thus, since f(8) = 1, pxi^pxi
mod Mp+i,
and since R/(p) is of characteristic
two, pxi+pXiEM$+i.
That is, h(p(xi+Xi))

>ft Also, h(pXi)>a + l implies pXi = pyit where h(y/)>a. That is, X;=yi-|-Z;,
where h(y/)>a,
h(z/)=a and pzt = 0. As above, since f(a) = l, h(zi+Zi)>a,
and therefore h(xi+Xi)>a.
Now the general term of 5 is y= zZckx*, where
ft = 0 or 1 mod p and U(xk) = (a, ft <», ■ • • ). The above remarks show that

U(y) —(«, ft

°°, • • • ) if the number of Ck= 1 mod p is odd and U(y)

= (y, o, oo, • • • ) (with 7>a,
5>ft if this number is even.
Now consider two possibilities.
Case I. j3<^. Then since/(ft
= 1, there exists an ordinal

such that/(f)

f with /3<f <u

5^0. Take zEAf such that U(z) = (a, f, °o, • • • ).

Case II. ft^ju. Since/(a) = 1, there exists f with a <H<u such that /(f) 9*0.
Take zEAf such that [/(z) = (f, ft oo, • • • ). In both cases, zES, but since
Af is partly transitive there is an isomorphism of Af sending a generator of 5
into z. Hence, 5 is not partly invariant.
By Theorem 4 and the corollary of Theorem 3, a 2-primary abelian group
G which is both partly transitive and fully transitive will contain characteristic subgroups which are not partly invariant and partly invariant subgroups
which are not fully invariant, provided that among the Ulm invariants of G
there are ordinals a, ft and y, with a<u, a + 1 <ft M= ft j8+ l <y, for which
/(a) =/(ft =f(y) = 1. Such groups are easy to obtain, since any countable
abelian group is partly transitive
(see [l]) and fully transitive
(see [2]).
Moreover, one has considerable
freedom in prescribing the Ulm invariants of
a countable group. For example, we can require that /(0) = 1, f(n) = 2 tor

n>0, /(co) = 1, /(co + 1) =0, /(co + 2) = 1, /(<o+3) =0, X=co+3.
the countable group G with these Ulm invariants
ditions (with a = 0, j3=co, 7=co + 2). As a matter

as GiffiG2, where
Gi = [v,Ui,

with relations

pzv = 0, v = p2Ui=

■ ■ ■ , Un, ■ ■ ■ },

• • ■ =pn+1un=

■ ■ ■.

Gi = {x, yu • • • ,y„, • • • },
with relations

px = 0, x = pyi=

■ ■ ■ =pnyn=

Then M= co and

satisfies the required conof fact, G can be realized

• • •.
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For the group

Gx, we have

and it can be checked

that

for n>0,

pnGx= [v, pnun, p"un+x, • • • },

that for every element

yGpnGiC\Pi, y = kz mod p"+1Gif\Pi,
where k=0, 1, 2, • • • , p —1, and
Z =

P"Un +

pn+,Un+l

+

■■■+

p"+P3-1M„+p'_i.

The element zGpnGxr\Pi and zGP"+1Gif^Pi. Hence for n>0,

pnd r\ Pi/pn+]Gi r\Pi=
is a cyclic group of order p, so that/(re)

{z + pn+iGi r\ Pi}
= 1. Since PiQpGi,

Gir\Pi/pGxC\Pi

= Pi/Pi = 0, so that/(0) = 0. Further p"G = {v}, p">+iG= {pv}, P"+2G = {p2v},
p»+3G = o so that clearly /(co) =0,/(co + 1) =0,/(co + 2) = 1, and X = co+3.
For the group

G2, we have that

for re^O,

pnG2= {x, pny„+i, pnyn+i,

and it can be verified that for yGpnG2C\P2,
fe=0,

1, • • ■ , p-1,

and

■ • • },

y = kw mod pn+1G2C\Pi, where

w = p"yn+i+pn+1y„+2+

• ■ • +pn+n-1yn+P-

The

ele-

ment wGpnG2r\P2 and wGpn+lGiC\Pi.
Hence for re^O, /(«) = 1. Further
p"G2={x},
pa+1Gi = 0, so that/(co) = l and X = co+ l.
As an Ulm invariant of G = Gi®Gi is the sum of the corresponding
Ulm
invariants of Gi and Gi, G has the Ulm invariants which were given above.
If we now consider the case p = 2, the subgroup S oi G generated by the
elements yGG such that U(y)=(co, co+ 2, oo, oo, • • • ) is partly invariant
and not fully invariant. The subgroup 5= {2d+x}, a cyclic group of order 4.
The subgroup
T of G generated
by the elements zGG such that U(z)
= (0, co, oo, oo, • • • ) is characteristic
and not partly invariant.
The subgroup T= {yi}, a cyclic group of order 4.
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